
MAF TANKER 5501 - Reg#: 18251133  
Part of our pen of 3 we took to Denver for the 
National Western Stock Show.  Like his sire, he’s in 
the top 1% of the breed for WW, YW, $W & $F and is 
in top 3% for calving ease (+14 CED)

MAF DAKOTA WIND 545 - REG#: 18266604
Member of our Denver pen of 3 and is in the top 1% for 
$W, top 3% for WW & YW and top 5% for $F and scrotal. 
This bull has extremely impressive growth numbers 
and hasn’t slowed down a bit since weaning and yet 
maintains a moderate birth & CED package.

MAF DAKOTA MINT 532  - REG#: 18266605
Member of our Denver pen of 3 and is in the top 2% for 
WW & YW along with the top 3% for $W & $F.  Has been 
a stand out since birth and impresses all those who see 
him in person.

Tanker was our high selling bull in 2013 and 
is currently being leased by Select Sires.  We 
strongly believe in using bulls we’ve sold 
and have used Tanker extensively the last 2 
years with tremendous results.  Tanker is in 
the top 1% of the breed for WW & YW along 
with being in the top 1% for $W & $F and is 
still a sire that offers plenty of calving ease 
(+11 CED).  If you’re looking to sire calves 
that will grow and grow rapidly, then take a 
hard look at the 14 bulls were offering out of 
MAF Tanker.

REG#: 17420717  
DOB: 01/21/2012 | Tattoo: 23

MAF TANKER 23

Selling 14 Tanker Sons!

JOIN US ON MARCH 10, 2016
SALE LOCATION - MOGCK FAMILY FARM SALE FACILITY IN TRIPP

Mogck Angus Farms has been running a progressive cattle operation for over 80 years.  The foundation of our herd is built on 
cattle that are sound on their feet and legs, are properly structured and cattle that are designed to live long and productive lives.  
We've heard numerous success stories from our buyers about bulls still in production at 9, 10 years of age or older.  Our Snowflake 
donor cow is 10 years old and is still flawless in her structure, her soundness and ultimately in her productivity.  A solid foundation 
is built from the ground up and that's the same principal by which Mogck Angus Farms has been managing it's herd from the 
beginning and will continue to do so without sacrifice moving forward.

The Cash X Snowflake flush produced 6 powerful sons that exhibit traits 
cattlemen desire including strong growth numbers, phenotype, structure and 
longevity.  We believe these bulls will yield consistent and uniform offspring 
positively impacting your herd and profitability. 

Follow us on twitter @MogckAngus  

MOGCKANGUSFARMS.COM
 DAVIDMOGCK@SANTEL.NET 

DAVID MOGCK: 605-940-9771  
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- We’re 35 Miles South of Mitchell, SD on 37 and
220 Miles from the North Dakota Border

Mitchell, SD

18

1100 N Main St., Tripp, SD

Mogck Family Farm
Sale Facility

Selling 6 Cash X Snowflake Flushmates

OTHER SIRES REPRESENTED IN THE SALE:  
Sitz Rainmaker, Connealy Capitalist, Connealy Union, Tour of Duty,  

Ten X, PVF Insight, EXAR Blue Chip and others.

SELLING 75 PERFORMANCE TESTED REGISTERED ANGUS BULLS


